CWR SERIES RACK, CWR-26-26PD

CWR-26-26PD |

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Specifically designed for structured cabling, the CWR is a versatile system for mounting multiple patch panels and other voice/data equipment where floor and wall space are at a premium.

- Welded steel construction for strength
- 26” width provides extra space for cables and patching
- Comes standard with adjustable wide-face rackrail
- Locking swing open center section for front and rear access
- Includes a locking/latching plexi front door for added security
- Front door can be easily reversed for left or right hand swing
- Engineered for passive thermal management; optional fan kit available
- Bag of 50 mounting screws included

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Finish: Black Powder Coat
UL Standards Tested: UL2416

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes
Greenguard: Yes
CSA Standard: Yes
UL Listing No: E313734

DIMENSIONS
Usable Depth: 24
Usable Height: 45.5
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DIMENSIONS

- Usable Depth: 24
- Usable Height: 45.5
- Capacity Weight (US): 200
- Depth (US): 26.67
- Height (US): 49.38
- Width (US): 26
- Rack Units: 26

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

- Rackrail Type: 12-24
- Static Load Capacity: 1000
- UL Load Capacity: 200
- Material: Steel
- Mounting: Horizontal